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Review of EAC Members Industrial Policies: Are they in line with the WTO G90 
Special and Differential Treatment proposals? 

1. Introduction 

Since its independence in 1963, Kenya has had several industrialization-oriented policies meant to 

spur growth of its manufacturing sector. These included Import Substitution Policy, Structural 

Adjustment Policies (SAPs), Export Oriented Policies, three different sessional papers, Economic 

Recovery Strategy (ERS) for Wealth and Employment Creation, Master Plan for Kenya Industrial 

Development and Vision 2030. Presently, it aims to be a middle income industrial economy by the 

year 2030. In order to realize this objective, it has put in several policies and strategies to fast track 

the growth of the industrial sector.  

 

This Country Update Note (CUN) presents views on Kenya’s national industrial and related 

policies from key stakeholders, gathered through key informant interviews and electronic 

communications. The stakeholders were sampled from the below mentioned institutions; 

 Ministry of Industry, Trade and Cooperatives (MITC)- Government of Kenya 

 State Department of Trade- Government of Kenya 

 Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis- Government parastatal 

 Institute of Economic Affairs- Think-tank 

 

1.1. National industrial policies 

1.1.1. The National Industrial Policy Framework for Kenya, 2012 
The National Industrialization Policy Framework for Kenya, 2012i is the main government policy 

on industrialization strategies for the country. The objective of policy is to enable the industrial 

sector attain and sustain a 15 per cent annual growth rate. The specific objectives include; 

 

1. Strengthening local production capacity to increase domestically-manufactured goods by 

focusing on improving the sector’s productivity and value addition by 20 per cent;  

2. Raising the share of Kenyan products in the regional market from 7 to 15 per cent.  

3. Developing niche products through which Kenya can achieve a global competitive 

advantage;  
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4. Increasing the share of Foreign Direct Investment in the industrial sector by 10 per cent;  

5. Increasing by 25 per cent, the share of locally produced industrial components, spare parts 

and machine tools;  

6. Developing at least 2 Special Economic Zones and 5 SME Industrial Parks;  

7. Establishing an Industrial Development Fund with a minimum of Kshs. 10 billion for long 

term financing of manufacturing enterprises;  

8. Increasing by 20 per cent the share of manufacturing in total MSME Output.  

9. Increase the local content of locally manufactured goods for export to at least 60 per cent.  

10. Increasing the share of industries located outside major urban centres (Nairobi, Mombasa, 

Kisumu, Nakuru, Eldoret) to at least 50 per cent. 

1.1.2. Vision 2030 
This development blueprint was aimed at making Kenya a globally competitive country delivering 

high quality of life to its citizens by 2030. The manufacturing sector is one of the pillars that were 

identified as a source of growth for the economy. The sector’s significant role is to create 

employment and wealth and contribute to GDP by at least 10 per cent per annum. 

1.1.3. Medium Term Plans (MTP) 
The rationale of the five-year MTPs was to set milestones towards the realization of Vision 2030. 

MTP1 2008-2012 was dedicated to implementing flagship projects such as infrastructure 

development as well as creation of a favourable policy environment. MTP2 2013-2017 was to steer 

the country into a 10 per cent GDP growth rate per annum, and, MTP3 2018-2022 with a focus on 

the implementation of the Big Four agendaii (discussed in the following section). 

1.1.4. The Big Four Agenda 
In 2017, the Government of Kenya set four policy priority areas in food security, housing, 

manufacturing and affordable healthcare. The Big Four, as commonly referred to, are to spur 

Kenya into a middle-income industrialized country while increasing the standards of living of its 

citizens. All these areas are highlighted in the Vision 2030 blueprint. The justification for including 

manufacturing in the Big Four is because creates employment opportunities as well as influence 

the growth of agro-processingiii. 
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2.1. Other related policies 
The following policies and strategies are not directly linked to the manufacturing sector but have 

implications on it. Most of them are initiatives by MITC in collaboration with relevant stakeholders 

such as the county governments and private sector. 

2.1.1. National Investment Policy  
This MITC-led initiative takes a multi-sectorial approach to develop a policy aimed at enhancing 

a conducive environment for investment growth. It brings together the national and county 

governments and private sector representatives. Though still at draft stages, the policy will make 

it easier for both foreign and local investors to start businesses in the country.  

2.1.2. Buy Kenya Build Kenya (BKBK) Strategy 
BKBK aims at promoting the growth of the local industry by encouraging consumption of locally 

manufactured goods rather than imports. This will promote industrialization through creation of 

demand and markets for locally manufactured goods. 

2.1.3. Public Procurement and Disposal Act, 2010 
One of the main objectives of this Act is to facilitate the promotion of local industry and economic 

development by reserving 40 per cent of government procurement to local suppliers.  

2.1.4. Micro and Small Enterprise Act (MSEA), 2012 
In an effort to enable more participation by MSMEs in the manufacturing sector, the Micro and 

Small Enterprise Act, 2012 established the Micro and Small Enterprises Authority (MSEA). Some 

of its key functions include formulating and reviewing policies and programs for micro and small 

enterprises; mobilizing resources for the development of micro and small enterprise sector as well 

as facilitating technology development, acquisition and transfer by micro and small enterprises in 

order to support them grow into industries. 

2.1.5. Export Processing Zones (EPZ) Act,  
The EPZ act established the Export Processing Zones Authority and mandated it to promote and 

facilitate export oriented businesses in the country. The services provided to investors within the 

zones include rental industrial space, office blocks and serviced industrial space. The authority 

also assists in acquiring the necessary export documentation.  
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2.1.6. Special Economic Zones (SEZ) Act, 2015 
The rationale behind SEZ is almost similar to EPZ. Additionally, it also offers the investors a 

simplified taxation regime, tax exemptions as well as conducive labour regulations. Unlike in the 

case of EPZ, goods produced within the SEZ can be sold locally, but handled as imports.  

2.1.7. The Competition Act, 2010 
The MSME sub-sector is the greatest beneficiary to this Act which was formulated to regulate 

anti-competitive practices in the country. For instance, it regulates monopolies and controls 

mergers acquisitions.  

 

3. Impacts of national industrial and related policies 

3.1. Accelerated industrialization 
The National Industrialization Policy Framework, 2012 is rather new and its full impact on 

industrialization is yet to be realized. However, all the policies outlined in this CUN seem to 

promote agro-processing, foods and beverages as well as textiles. For instance, government 

procurement is currently keen on implementing the BKBK strategy and has offered a ready market 

especially for agro-processed goods. Furthermore, the government has directed resources towards 

reviving crippled/ collapsed industries.  

Kenya: Rivatex textile plant’s upgrade to start this month 

(Ecofin Agency) - This month, the textile company Rivatex1 East Africa Limited, based in Kenya, will launch the modernization 
of its Eldoret-based production plant in Rift Valley, Business Daily Africa reports. The project estimated at KSH3 billion ($30 
million) was initially announced to start in June 2017. Once completed, it should increase the company’s production capacity from 
10,000 bales of cotton per year to 70,000 bales a year. In the framework of the plant’s upgrade, the Indian company Lakshmi 
Machine Works (LMW), one of the leaders of the industry will install new machines. On a social level, the renovation of the plant 
is expected to generate 10,000 new jobs. 

3.2. Domestic manufacturing capabilities 
The decentralization of MSEA to the counties has led to growth of cottage industries which have 

potential to graduate into more established enterprises with adequate support in financing and 

research and development. This is further complemented by training and incubation services 

offered by the Kenya Industrial Research development Institute (KIRDI). 

 

In the case of the larger manufacturing firms, tax rebates and other incentives offered by 

programmes such as SEZ boost investor confidence and increase foreign direct investment (FDI) 

                                                 
1 Rift Valley Textiles- one of the projects revived by the government  
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inflows into the country. This results in new employment opportunities and contributes to other 

macroeconomic indicators such as GDP, balance of payments, etc.  

3.3. Domestic manufacturing capabilities 
The National Industrialization Policy Framework, 2012 Policy recognizes innovation as central to 

meeting the rapidly changing consumer tastes and preferences while also boosting productivity 

and competitiveness of the industrial sector. However, this is an emerging area in the country and 

there is much more to be implemented by the government. For example, the Sessional Paper on 

Science, Technology and Innovation (STI), 2012 introduces a research fund which seemingly, has 

not incorporated research and development (R&D). This makes it expensive for industries to 

experiment innovations, i.e. lack of incentives to adopt new technologies. 

3.4. Indigenous knowledge development 
The protection of Traditional Knowledge and Cultural Expressions Act, 2016 recognizes the need 

to safeguard indigenous knowledge, but fails to identify ways of transferring it to modern product 

development. Similarly, the STI Act, 2013 only proposes the creation of the Kenya Innovation 

Agency but does not give much detail on its operationalization. 

3.5. Promotion of domestic competition 
MSMEs have been the biggest beneficiaries of policies prohibiting anti-competitive practices. The 

Competition Act, for instance, limits monopolies in the country thus, providing space for the 

growth of MSMEs. This has been complemented sound consumer protection measures. 

4.1. Manufacturing sector needs and proposed solutions 
Below are some of the needs that were mentioned during the consultations; 

 The cost of energy in the country is prohibitive. This needs to be addressed in order to 

reduce overhead costs. 

 The structure of long term financing in Kenya is not suitable for manufactures and should 

be reviewed to make it easier to access funding. 

 The sector needs support in prototyping. This can be achieved by addressing the entire 

R&D spectrum. 

 Need to address market access challenges such as non-tariff barriers (NTBs), unfair 

competition, counterfeits and corruption. 
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 Government should be “more present” by broadening the enabling environment for 

business- licensing (national and county level), taxation, infrastructure development, etc. 

 The number of licenses needed to do business in Kenya need to be reduced. The 

government should also introduce processes that reduce human-human contact 

(corruption). 

 The challenge to access of raw materials should be addressed by ensuring stable supply as 

well as quality. Besides, it will be necessary to review taxation policies on importation of 

raw materials. 

 

Endnotes 

i http://www.industrialization.go.ke/images/downloads/policies/the-national-industrialization-policy.pdf   
ii Interview with Anne Gitonga and Adan Shibia, Private Sector Development Division, KIPPRA 
iii Interview with Hezekiah Okeyo, Director- Agro Industry, Ministry of Industry, Trade and Commerce 

                                                 




